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Introduction
The purpose of this study v/as to analyze five basal first
grade reading systems for natsrial v/hich might be used in dev-
eloping science concepts.
As reading is usually taught through a basal reading
system, it would seem that if material is included in the text
v;hich is pertinent to science concepts, it would be profitable
to use it in teaching science as well as the reading skills,
Tlie child of today lives in an age of science. Before
him lies the whole v/orld to explore and appreciate. His
school, in providing for his all-around grov/th, attempts to
give him an understanding of the scientific generalizations
which he finds in his ov/n environment. Many of these will
come directly from the regular course of study in science.
Some, hov;ever, v/ill be found in the material he uses v/hile
learning the mechanics of reading. Thus, the interrelation-
ships of man^s existence and the part of science in djci every
day world become evident to the very young learner. As Clyde
Pisher-^puts it
:
An isolated fact is not science. Science begins when one
fact is compared with another; that is, v/hen a fact is
1. Fisher, Clyde; Gerould, John; Foole, James; Tiram,
John; ;j,uirke, Terence; V.'issler, Clark; The liarve Is and
L>7-sterie3 of Science , '.to. H. ./ise £: Co., Inc., New York,
1941, p. VII.
I
considered in relation to other facts. Science is
Imowledge correctly classified with respect to inter-
related facts. The building blocks of science are
the phenomena of nature, and a phenomenon is anything
observed to occur. Science depends upon straight
thinking. Logic is not a science, although it is an
indispensable preparation for the scientific approach.
Mathematics is hardly a science, but rather an indis-
pensable tool in pursuit of scientific truth.
4
4CHAPTER I
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Science is a part of each individual's existence.
Applications of man's scientific skills are apparent to all.
Daily use of some of these skills have becorrie so corrion as
to be almost automatic. Even the very young child accepts
unquestionably nev/ly developed machines, methods, and mater-
ials in his every day world. In spite of all this, the ele-
mentary school is just beginning to include a science program
in its curriculum.
The development and all around growth of the child is
the aim of primary teaching. In a m^odern ;/orld this must
include the scientific method of thinking which promotes
the ability to observe accurately, to generalize correctly
and check data found, Basic understandings come through
this approach to problems.
To keep a scientific attitude in relation to his environ-
ment the young child must learn good social behavior, Ee
must be taught to form habits of seeking, rejecting super-
stition, the lav/s of cause and effect, respect for opinions,
and willingness to accept stronger proof than his own.
A well formed science course seeks to further the child's
understandings rather than to have him amass his Imowledge of
a series of accumulated facts.
fDigitized by the Internet Archive
in 2015.
https://archive.org/details/analysisoffirstgOOconn
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Craigllists the follov;ing as his six basic principles
' of science instruction:
1, The universe is very large,
1 2, The earth is very old,
3, Changes occur continuously in the universe,
4, The adaptation of life to the environnent
.
5, Interdependence of living things,
6, Variation of living and non-living things.
The field of science in the elementary school is new
and nov; v/idens the scope of a subject v/hich v/as formerly
restricted to nature study. Since the area is not v;ell es-
1 tablished at the elementary level, research is less abundant
here than at the Junior and Senior High levels. However,
the place of science in the elementary school cannot be over-
looked, John Dewey^states :
Hence the rightful place of science in education is
a fundamental one, and it is correspondingly important to
see to it that methods of teaching are such as to ftilfill
its true purpose,
\Vhen v;e pass from this generality, it seems to me that
the first need is to discriminate certain stages in the
educational development of science. The first stage belongs
;
of necessity to the elementary school, for I do not think
that any amount of pains and ability in the high school
can mnke up for a vn?ong start or even a failure to get the
right start in the grades,
u—
1, Craig, G, S,, Science in Childhood Education, Bu-reau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, Kew
York, 1944, pp, 41-49.
2. Dexiej, Jolin, "I.Iethod in Science Teaching" Science Jduca
tion, April, 1945, 29: p, 120.
i
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jEducators are beginning to realize the need for an early
start in science education. This could be done through the
introduction of scientific concepts as they ap;-ear in the en-
vironment •
According to F, S. Harnmett:!
1 •••Science teaching should pay more attention to the
interdependencies • The almost hermetically sealed v/alls
1
that separate subject from subject should be broken tlirough.
And there should be a shift from subject compartmentaliza-
tion to intersubject integration^
Croxton^notes that the early years in education are
ideal ones for laying the foundation for true scientific
attitudes
:
It is not too early to begin the development of scien-
tific attitudes and habits of procedure. Young children
have a seemingly insa.tiable curiosity. This is one of the
most essential scientific attitudes. Instead of stifling
it, we must ciiltivate it, Tlie child* s interest possesses a
freshness undulled by adult custom, coercion, and the sub-
stitution of much reading and reciting for direct exper-
iencing,
V'/e have come to consider the first few years of the
child's life the most inportrjit formative periods It is
possible that we may discover th-at they are likewise most
important in establishing scientific attitudes.
Schools today are trying to teach children how to live
democratically in a world rebuilt by science. This involves
1, Ilaramett, P, 3», "Integration in Science Teaching",
Scientific Monthly, May, 1946, p. 431
•
2» Croxton, ."/• C, Science in the Elementary School.
LIcGraw Hill Book Company, New York, 1957, p. 49,
t
{
7nev/ courses of study and more integration of school subjects,
J. D. Bernal'^sirrve^'^s the situation so:
If science is to take the central part in a nev; educa-
tional system, it must be a science that relates far more
closely than in the past to the material and social aspects
of ordinary life, and it m-ust be linked throughout v/ith the
other parts of teaching...
In the ne"^v viev;, training in science is required for
t\io purposes :
The first objective is to provide enough understanding
of the pla ce of science in society to enable the great
majority that v/ill not be cactively engaged in scientific
pursuits to collaborate intelligently v.dth those who are,
and to be able to criticize or appreciate the effect of
science on society.
The second objective, ^vhich is not entirely distinct,
is to give B. prcctical midorstanding of scientific method,
sufficient to be applicable to the problems which the
I
citizen has to face in his individual and social life.
I The integrated school program is a decided aid toward
all-around pupil growth when used even in primary school ed-
ucation. W. C. Groxton:^
Tlie tendency in planning curriculums is distinctly
tov;ard integration especially in the earlier school ^^ears.
This is a natural consequence of the shift in emphasis
from the subject matter to the developing child. The exper-
iences of childhood are not to be sectioned according to
arbitrary fields designed for more intensive acquaintance
with single aspects of Imov/ledge. Partition of the day
into brief periods devoted to specific learnings in the
I separate subjects is not in accord v.-ith the grov/ing concept
j
of education. It probably tends to disorganize the grov/ing
child* s personality rather than to integrate it . It '
furthermore tends to place em.phasis on unrelated learnings
rather than attainment of self-direction in natural units
of experience
•
1. Bernal, J. D., "Science Teaching in General Education",
Science Education
,
December, 1945, p,
2. Croxton, v;. C, o£. cit
. , p. 72,
i
aI
IT/hen scientific concepts are presented as children observe,
I broad generalizations are gradually built up. Craig^ialies this ;!
point in saying
:
As the child matures, he can weave in more relationships
Bxid build up nev; concepts, V/ater and its relation to living
1
things may be seen as an important element in determining
!
habitats and in understanding geography,
I
Thus xre see simple learning elements added to simple
!
learning elem.ents to form nev; concepts, which in turn are
added to others. In this '.vay the maturing child grov:s to-
v;ard the understanding of the basic i^rinciples of science
which explain a \^ide range of the phenom.ena of living and
non-living things. Such principles of science as space,
time, interrelationships and variation m.ay become in turn
I fundar.iental to the developm.ent of attitudes on social
I
problems.
! Good social behavior is necessary to the grovrth of a ,
democracy. Science points the way in a modern democracy and :
its educational beginning should be in the first school years.
: I
.
Graig^gives the statem.ent that:
i
! The basic purpose of teaching science is to contribute
!
to the development of desirable social behavior. Science
with its dynam.ic aspects, its insistence upon critical-
mindedness and better understanding of the v/orld, and its
demand for intelligent planning has a contribution to mcke
j
to the content and methods of education.
I
Croxton'^peiterates the thought:
I
Another of the major aims of science teaching is to
,
enable the individual to m.eet the problems of existence with
[
1, Craig, G-, S,, Science in Childhood ICducrtion , Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, ITew York,
1944, p. 13.
2, Ibid
., p, 34
3, Croxton, \l, C, Science in the Elementary School , I.IcGraw
HllUBook Compa ny, IIov; York, 1937, p. 50.

9the available scientific lcnov;ledge, Certr.in of these matters
of direct utility concern the elementary school child. Ee
needs certain habits and knowledge for preserving his health;
He must be trained in vsrious practices to insure his safety,
As he comes to perform various acts, he should have the
laiowledge and experience to enable him to do so effectively,
as, for example, in grooving plants, caring for a pet, and
l| constructing the objects he needs. He also needs to be able]
to use certain devices effectively. As early as the kinder-
j
garten or first grade, children have need to be able to give
;
their names and addresses and to tell tim.e and direction.
Again from V/. G. Groxton:!
Broad concepts are the outcomes of v;ide Imowledge and
experience and hence, are matters of slov; grov/th. For this
reason, and because of the difficulty of com.prehension, they i
camiot be fully grasped in the elem^entary grades. Llany ex-
periences contributing to the ultimate comprehension of
broad concepts are, hovjever, an im.portant part of science
work at this level. Broad concepts should be important
unif^'ing factors in education. The teacher of science in
the elem.entary grades is contributing to the eventual
' concept outcomes some of their be sic building ma.torials in
the form of experiences, facts, and principles.
Natural phenomena is observed by young children and a
fiinctional under stajiding of scientific principles can bo
,
taught early. Young children v/ill attempt to explain the
wonders v;hich they see on every side and in the books v;liich
are presented to them,
Oakes analyzed the explanations children make for inany
' kinds of natural phenomena. He used experiments and oral
questions and compared results v;ith those given in the same
manner to adults. The experimenter v/as attempting to find
1. Groxton, YJ, G., o£. cit « , pp. 50-51.
2. Oakes, llervin S., "How do Children Explain Tilings?"
Science Education . February, 1942, pp. 61-65.

out vrhich ideas Virere used most be children in these explana-
tions of phenomena. The follo'«7ing conclusions Mere reached:
1. "^Although a few responses are enignrtic, the great
majority are matter-of-fact, ph^'-sical, in other v/ords,
naturalistic.
2. ITo evidence is found to corroborate Fiaget's inter-
pretation that there is a definite stage in the child's
thinking v/hlch is characteristic of a given age.
3. There v;as a more marked tendency on the part of
adults than of children to hold viev/s once stated in the
^
face of the testimony of their senses when the experim.ent
v/as performed, ITevortheless, whatever differences there are
between the reactions of the children and the adults seem
largely, if not entirely, qupjitits tive rather than qualita-
tive.
In a controlled study of children in the first six grades
Haupt^found that the teaching of scientific generalizations is
practical. He attempted to get intorpretative reactions from
children Y;hen he presented scientific situations.
His findings v;ere :
•7.
1. Children generalized on all six of the grade levels
studied,
2, The generalizations v/hich were ma.de on the lov;er
grade levels were less complex than those made on the higher
grade levels but the children generalized in terms of their
experience
,
3, Tlie difference between the mental oper." tions of
children of the first and sixth grades was not one of
1, Oakes, Kervin E,, o£, cit
. , pp. 64-65.
2. Kaupt, George V/,, An E:?:perlmental Applicr.tion of a
Philosophy of Science Teaching m An I]lomentary School ,
Contributions to Education, Ho. 655, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1955. 109 P.
Ibid,, p. ago.
4
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ability to generalize but v/as one concerning the complexity
of generalizations.
In the elementary school there is a need for developing a
program of broad science generalizations, Groxton^cites :
The satisfaction of the child's imiiBdiate desires growing
out of interests in his environment has alv/ays been up;:^ermos
in the nature study idea. Less consideration has been given
to direction of effort tov/ard comprehension of scientific
concepts
,
Since Vve live in a v/orld of science, the ]t im^ry teacher
looks for evidence of scientific thinking in children's
interests, Graig^points out that activities may gror; out of
more than one subject matter field:
It is apparent that science is rich with content which
can contribute to the development of desirable social
attitudes and behavior tlirough the solution of challenging
problems. The cliild can gain those understa2;dings of the
v/orld about him which help him to adjust intelligently
because he has a ccnstructive, realistic, and objective
outlook upon life. It is important tlia.t the curriculum of
the school "orovide the child v.-ith the experiences v/hich
furnish him with a continiiity oflearning about aspects of
the entire environmont. In the solution of problems, the
activities may utilize material from more than one subject
matter field.
Again from M. Meist^r:*^
''/£hile correct understanding is not alwa7/'s a guarantee of
desired conduct, one cannot deny that it is a sine qua non
of intelligent behavior in a democracy, Tlius education for
1, Croxton, "'.V, G,, Science in the Elementary School , HcGraw
Hill Book Company, New York, 1957, p, 15,
f 2. Craig, G, S,, Science in Childhood Education , Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univsrsity, IJev/ York
1944, p. 54.
5. Heister, M. and IVrightstone , J, .7,, Looking ^\head in
Education , Glnn and Company, Boston, 1945. p. 87.

12.
all becoines, in an important sense, science education for
all. The concepts of comnon learnings and cultural heritase
nust be redefined to conform -..'ith an evolving social clirrip.te
in which science content and scientific outlook give basic
meaning to human activity.
The integrated program has been found successful in most
elementary schools of today. Science plays a large part in
this because exploration of natural phenomena of the environ-
ment pertaining to an activity unit interests the child.
However, not all science can be taught incidentally, A v/ell
organized science program should serve as a guiding force in
teaching concepts and principles of science as a correlated
subject. In this way many basic facts can be acquired while
learning a tool subject such as reading ,
W", C, Croxton:-^
Tlie elementary school is no longo^r to be regarded merely
as a place where we perfect the tools for obtaining an edu-
cation at a later period. This point of view of the
elementary school has been based, in part, on the erroneous
as s Limp tion that children cannot reason until they are more
mature and in part, on a too limited conception of education
The apparently more acceptable view that children are
limited in their reasoning primarily by lack of basic
experiences rather that lack of the general ability to
reason has revolutionary implications for the elementary
school. It implies tliat a great function of the elementary
school is to provide foundational contacts and experiences.
It sug ests that reading shovild be an aid in establishing
wider contacts ejid in enriching their meaning; that the
program should be built around direct experiences, not
around reading •
Vi/hat are the fields of contact and experience to which
we should begin to introduce the child even long before he
1, Groxton, W. C, Science in the Elementary School . lIcGraw
Hill Book Company, New York, 1957, p. 34.
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i
learns to read, and to v/hich he Avill continue to devote his
attention throughout life? They are the fields of (1) so-
cial contacts and relationships and (2} contacts and
relationships v/lth objects and natural forces. The forner
Is the province of the social studies, Slerri.entar37- science
Is the most fertile subject for exploration of the latter
field in the lov/er grades. It Is one of the great areas of
elementary education.
The elementary school teaches much of its science by '
providing experiences which give understanding and m.eanlng to
|
problems found in the envirorjuent , G, S, Cralg-^states :
j
A realization of the Imxienslty of the universe and an '
understanding of the interrelationships of living things
are so fundamental in character that they may be thought of
p
as basic conceptions, since they assist in Interpreting a
wide range of phenomena and In solving m-any problems, A rec-
ognition of these basic principles on the part of the teach-
er and in the printed material available for the children
tends to give to learning a social value v;hlch is not pre-
sent If content items are taught as more or less Isolated or
as related only to the problems under consideration. So as
the attention of teachers and children is focused u'pon the
solution of problems, content is found to be essential; the
content itself can serve the child in his growth tovrard the
acceptance and utilization of the basic principles of sci-
ence in his ovm life experiences.
Evidence would seem to indicate that for prlm-ary classes,
bros.d areas of interest pertaining to science best fit into an
Integrated program. These lead to understandings and generali-
zations rather than to quantities of unrelated factual informa- '
tion. The newer science courses of study Include:
j
\
Animal life; plant life; weather; machines; man's
Increasing control ov3r nature, ||
1, Craig, G. S., Science in Childhood Education , Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New
York, 1944, p. 40.
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The modern elementary school attempts to direct the
learning process tov/ard more intelligent living through
imderstanding of ideas. Science holds an essential part in
this program.

lb.
CEAFTER II
TU.Il OF TEE S^'UDY
j
Hie purpose Ox the study "was to analyze basal reading
' books for material around science concepts. It was necessary
j
to determine what place science has in Grade I. The teaching
: of science has become a growing s.rea and is already established
i as a part of many elementary school programs, Gerald S, Craig^i
in rn?iting of the importance of every member of a democracy
I
having an understanding of the place of science in society
says :
Science is a pov;erful tool which can be used for good or
for evil. If democrtcy is to survive, the common people
must become aware of the potentialities of modern science
in a world comi.unity, T6 produce this awa reness seems to
be imiquely a ts.si: for the elementary school, since the
elementary school is the school of the people. The teacher,
then, will need to make certain that science is made to
function in the thinking of all the children. In this way
the elementary school teacher becom.es an important factor :
in the destiny of our nation and the world.
Recognizing the aptness of the above observation, the
author of this study wished to analyze basal first grade read-
ing books for material which might be used in developing sci-
j
ence concepts at the primary level. Five basal reading systems
I were selected for the analysis. Determinant frctors in the
selection of the books were their gross sales and widespre ad.
1. Craig, Gerald S, and Bui^ke
,
Agnes, Teachers' Manual For
Science All About Us , Ginn Go,, ?3oston, 1946, p, 7,
I
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current use. The systems included v/ere
:
I, Grates, Arthur I,, Eubor, Lliriam Blanton, Peardon, Celeste
C, Salisbury, Prank Ssely, Today's V/ork-Flay Books , The
Maclviillan Gompany, llev; York, 1945.
A. Reading Readiness Book: On Our \Vay
B. First Pre-Prinsr: Gome And Ride
G. Second Pre-Prim.er : This Is Pun
D. Primer: Ta^s And Tv;inkle
E. First Reader: Good Times On Our Street
II. G-ray, 7/illiam S., Konroe, Karion, Basic Readers ; Curricu-
lum Foundation Series
,
Scott, Foresm.an and Comr-any, Ilew
York, 1946.
A. Reading-Readiness Book: Before "le Read
Gray, V/illiam S., Baruch, Dorothy, Montgomery, Elizabeth,
Basic Readers: Curriculum Foundation Series
,
Scott, For-
esman and Company, Hew York, 1940.
B. First Pre-Primer: V/e Look and See
G. Second Pre-Primer: 7/e V/ork and Play
D. Third Pre-Primer: '^76 Gome and Go
Gray, V/illiejn S., Arbuthnot, l-'^ay Hill, Basic Readers:
Curriculum Foundation Series (A Revision of the Elson
Gray Basic Readers), Scott, Foresman and Company, New
York, 1940.
E. Prim.er: Fun With Dick and Jane
F. P'irst Reader: Our Kew Friends

13.
Ill, Hahn, Julia Letheld., Child Developrient Readers j
Houghton i:ifriin Gonpany, Boston, 1939.
A. Pre-Priiner: Bvoryday Doings
B. Little Primer: YPno Knows
C, Primer: Reading For Fun
D, First Reader: Finding Friends
IV, Hildreth, Gertrude,, Felton, Allie Lou,, Henderson,
Ivlabe 1 J , , Me i^hen , Alice
,
, Pratt , Kar j or i e
, ,
Easy
Grov/th in Reading, The John C, V/inston Co., Phila-
delphia, 1940.
A. Pre -Primer Level One : Ilac and Kuff
B, Pre -Primer Level Two: The Tv/ins, Tom and Don
G, Pre-Primer Level Tliree : Going to School
D, Primer Level One: At Play
E, Primer Level Tv/o : Fun In Story
P, First Reader Level One : I I^ov; A Secret
G, First Reader Level Tv/o : Good Stories
V, Yoakam, Gerald,, Veverka, M. Eadilene., -Abney, Louise,,
Laidlaw Basic Readers , Laidlav; Brothers Inc., ITev; York,
1940.
A, Pre-Primer: Laidlav.' Pre-Primer
B, Prim.er: On The V/ay To StorylF.nd
C, First Reader: Making Storybook Friends
The Thirty-First Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education-Estates :
1, National Society for the Study of Education, A Program
for Teaching Science
,
Tliirty-Firs t Yearbook, Prirt I., Public
School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1952,,
p. 134.
I

la
Science is more than just a body of kno\vledge; it has
developed concepts the effects of which are not limited
to the field of science itself. Some concepts because of
their direct relations to human interest and human ^-relfare
have modified thinking in many fields. I.Iany of these
concepts, \7hen understood, greatly modify the thought
reactions of the individual.
Certain objectives that are selected for elementary
science should conform to those conceptions (1) that greatly
influence the thinl-:ing of the individuals who learn their
meaning, and (2) that have modified thinking in many fields
of science.
To present simple scientific concepts in the primary unit
which will prepare the child for an understanding of larger
concepts later, is one of the aims suggested by The National
Society for the Study of Education. The Thirty-First Yearbook-^
i lists the follov.dng basic concepts to be presented, some of
I
liv/hich must be modified for the elementary school:
1, The earth is very old as measured in terms of our
units of time,
2, The surface of the earth has not always had its
present appearance and is constantly changing,
3, Space is vast,
4, The earth has been developed as a result of the
action of natural forces,
5, The sun is the original source of energy for the
earth.
6, The earth's position and relation to the sun and
moon are of great im.portance to the life of the earth.
7, All life has evolved from very simple forms.
8, Species have survived because by adaptations and
adjustments they have tended to becom.e better fitted to
the conditions under which they live.
9, The physical environment has great influence, not
only upon the instructional forms of life, but also upon
society
.
10, Han has modified plant and pjiimal forms tlirough a
Icnov/ledge of methods found in nature.
1. Ibid., pp. 155-141,
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11, Through interdependence of species and struggle for
existence there tends to be maintained a balance among many
forns of life.
12, Chemical and physical changes are manifestations of
energy
.
Specific content for Grade One
Change of seasons.
An effect of cold YieSithor'
Using a thermometer
The air about us
Vihere plants and animals live
Plants and seeds
Sun, moon, and stars
Early curriculum courses of study considered nature study
to be basic science material for primary grades. This idea
has gradually been supplanted, so that, today, true scientific
concepts are being introduced as they appear in the child's
experience
•
According to Lee t'^
Elementary science has in the past been taught merely
to satisfy curiosity such as the former nature stud^r courses,
or to yield certain scientific information. Then follo^ved
organized courses in science. Important concepts in science
became organizing factors of courses of study with the
publication and acceptance of the point of view advocated in
the Thirty-First Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education,
Increasingly apparent is the improvement in practice of
relating concepts to social consequences and utilizing
experiences of children as a means of contributing to their
conceptual development.
1. Ibid., pp. 180-181.
2, Lee, J. Kurray and Lee, Dorris I.Iay, The Child and His
Guri.-'iculum , D. Appleton-Century , New York, 1C40., p. 454.
A.
B.
C.
D.
S.
P.
G.
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The modern vie^olnt toward organization of science
courses indicates the desirability or developing, in the early
school years, understandings of basic scientiric principles*
It is during the primary years that interest in scientific
thinking should be aroused. The Massachusetts State Department
of Education^in a recent publication, emphasizes the importance
of science:
The elementary school years are a tine for laying a" firm
foundation for the beginning of the "fund of kno^vledge".
It is a period of exploration, for the children should have
experiences in many branches of science btit a detailed study
of none. The elementary school years are a time for opening
the child* s eyes, arousing his curiosity about many things
and orienting him to the whole great field of science.
The folloiving ares.s are suggested for Orade I in plcjinlng
a program of science concepts to be developed:^
A, Outdoor excursions
B, V/e visit a farm
C, Caring for pets
D, Our circus or zoo
E, V/e keep "Jeathor records
P, V/e take care of our bodies and
watch them grov;
G, V/e watch changes in the slcy
Books have been published in recent years which provide
science material for the primary level. Hew science text books
1, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Bulletin of the Depart-
ment of Education, A Curriculum Guide For Priinary Grade
Teachers , Massachusetts State Department of Education, Boston
1947, p. 145.
2. Ibid., p. 142.
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by Craig and Biirke suitable for use in the first grade present
the following content
:
Science All About Us"^
1. The Seasons
2. Animals
3. Plants
4. Things ThGt Are ITot Alive
5, Weather
6. The Magnet
7. V;h_at Makes Things Go
8. An 3asy "Jay
9. V/ater
10. Homes
V/e Find Out
1. All Around Us
Things That Live
Things That Do Not Live
2. Anima.l Homes
Animal Homes At School
Animal Homes In and Out of Doors
3. Air
4. '//hat Makes Things Go
5. Heat and Cold
6. V/orking v/ith Machines and Magnets
7. The Garden
Many reading clues are present in the picture material
which is part of the modern books beginners use. The printed
word is not the sole means a child has for obtaining infor-
mation.
1. Craig, Gerald S,, and Burke, Agnes, Science All About
Us , Ginn and Company, Boston, 1946, p. 3.
2. Craig, Gerald S., and Burke, Agnes, vVe Find Out , Ginn
and Company, Boston, 1940, pp. 3, 4.
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=
Beo.uchaiiip-'-recoiTiLiend.s a picture r.ethocl for prin?.ry scj-ence
•.Thich, \mder teacher-guidance, develops science concepts and
science thinking skills. In his book for Grade One he places
the material around the folloiving centers of interest;
1, Animals
2. Machines
3. Days and Days (V/eather)
4, Outdoors (Plants)
In some of the nev/er courses of stud^?" this material
appears. The llashvllle City Schools^outline for Grade One
includes
:
!• To observe that the ap":earance of the landscape
changes with the seasons,
2. To learn hov; trees prepare for v/inter; to identify
at least three coriii.ion trees,
3, To learn hov; some plants store food for the new
plant
,
4. To become acquainted with the comxion flo'wers, both
wild and cultivated,
5, To discover that seeds and cuttings make new plants
of the same kind and that seeds have different ways
of being scattered,
G, To learn how some animals prepare for winter,
7, To become familiar with a fev; common animals and
insects
,
8, To realize that weather affects us in different
ways ,
9, To learn som.e of the different forms of moisture.
10, To observe the effect of seasons on animal and
plont life,
11. To develop the proper attitude toward clernliness.
1, Beauchamp, V/llbur L,, Grampton, Gertrude, and Gray,
V/illiam S., Guidebook for Look and Learn, Basic Studies in
Science -Curriculum Foi-indation Series
,
Scott, Foresm-an and
Company, How York, IS 43, p, 1.
^* A Science Program in Tlie Primary Grades , Nashville
City Schools, llashvllle, Tenr^,, 1941.
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12. To develop self-control v/ith regard to time of
eating, kinds of food selected, and amount of
food eaten,
13, To develop proper clothing practices.
14. To develop proper attitudes toward fresh air and
sunshine
.
15, To develop the proper attitudes toward safety.
New York-'-schools use a course of study which limits the
first grade science teaching as follows:
1. Plants and animals live almost everywhere on earth.
2. Our earth is made up of air and water and land.
3. Air surrounds us.
4. Tlie sun, moon and stars are in the sky.
5. Plants and animals are active in spring,
6. V/e get our food from plants and animals.
In a course of study for elementary science, I.Iikesell^
organized first grade material around four centers :
1. Living things
2 . Autur.in
3. ./inter
4 . Spring
The first grade science outline used in Liichigan'^schools
follows
:
1, Interest in observing v/eather conditions,
2, Interest in seasonal chrnges in the iLriediate
environment
,
3, Interest in where and hovi insects and animals
live dujring the different seasons.
1. University of the State of IJevi York, A Science Program
for I^lementary Schools, Grades I-VI, Bulletin ITumber 1224,
Albany, 1941(revised 1942).
2. llikesell, Ruth Weaver, A Course of Study in Science for
L
the Elem.entary Grades, A11:/ti and Bacon, Boston, 1943.
3. Michigan Department of Public Instruction, Instructional
Guide for Elementary Schools, Bulletin No, 301, Lansing,
Iv'.ichigan, 1936.
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4. Interest in nature of mp.chinery that helps rne.n to
do his v/ork.
The Forty-Sixth Yearbook^of the National Society for the
Study of Education Part I, presents as its thene "Science Ed-
ucation in American Schools" and notes the feasibility of
teaching science with other subjects:
v/hatever the plan of program organization used in the
elementary school, the science in the curriculum should have
a close relationship to the other phases of the school pro-
gram, Regardless of v;\liether the program is organized in
terms of an integrated curriculum, it is important in solv-
ing problems to use content from any field v.hich is needed.
Again The Forty-Sixth Yearbook^states
:
It is important that the material selected for each
grade of the primary school be balanced to include the
elements of learning which represent a rich experience
¥;ith science. Each level should give the child some
opportunity for exploration v/ith content derived from
the five great major fields of science: astronomy,
biology, chemistry, geology, and physics. This cannot
be accomplished by studying only plants and animals.
A \7ide scope of science m.aterial 'ivhich can be adapted
to any grade level is listed in the Forty-Sixth Yearbook*^ as
indicated thus
:
By the end of each year the children should have exper-
ienced some grov/th in the broader areas of the physical and
biological environment, such as the follov;ing:
1. The universe
1. National Society For The Study of Education, Science
Education in Americgji Schools
,
Forty-Sixth Yearbook, Part
I, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111., 1C47,
pp. 70-71.
2. Ibid,, p. 84.
3. Ibid,, pp. 75-75.
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2, Tlie earth
3, Conditions necessary to life
4, Living things
5, Physical and chemical phenomena
6, Maji^s attempt to control his environment
On the basis of the foregoing research, five areas were
selected for the classification of science concepts which
might be found in first grade reading books. They are as
follov/s :
1. Animal life
2. Plant life
3, V/eather —
4, Machinery
5. Natural forces
All of the books in the five basal reading systems v:ere
then analyzed page by page for science material in these areas.
It was decided to use Beauchamp • s -'-index to science concepts
for Grade I as a check list for the analysis, since it included
material in four of the five areas designated above, Beauchamp 3
areas entitled Animals, Machines, Days and Days, and Outdoors,
correspond to the areas called for the purpose of this study.
Animal Life, Kachinery, V/eather, and Plant Life. The index
follows
:
Animals
There are many kinds of animals
1. Beauchamp, V/llbur L., Crampton, Gertrude, and Gray,
William S,, Guidebook For Look and Learn, Basic Studies in
Science -Curriculum Foundation Series, Scott, Foresman and
Company, New York, 1043, pp. 71-72.
•
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Animals have definite physical characteristics by]
which one can be distinguished from ajiother.
They nay differ in color and narking.
They man differ in general shape and size of body]
They may differ in body covering.
Most baby animals are more like their parents
than like other animals and grov/ to resemble
their parents,
environments
,
on land,
in v/ater,
on land and can fly,
on both land and v/ator.
Some
Som.e
Some
Som.e
animals
animals
animal
s
anima.l s
swim,
fly.
us e t\ro
or run.
or more methods of
Animals live in various
Some animals live
Some animals live
Some anim.als live
Some animals live
Animals carry on activities to keep alive.
Animals can move about
.
Some animals can walk, hop,
can crawl,
can
can
can
locomotion.
Most animals find or build hom.es,
^
Most birds m.ake nests.
Some animials make colony hom.es.
Some animals use shelters they find available,
Man must provide shelter for dom.esticated animalsj|»
Anim.als must have food to live and grow.
Animals follow a definite life pattern.
V/ild animals find food in the environment.
Animals that are domesticated by man must be fed
by him,
Man uses animals for various purposes.
Some animals provide pleasant companionship.
Some animals provide man and animals with food,
Som.e animals provide m-an v/ith materials for ;
clothing,
I
Some anim.als assist man in his v;ork,
|
Some wild animals are confined in order to Drovide
opportunities to observe and study them.
Machines
aidsA machine is any implement or device that
doing work.
Some machines help us to do v;ork with a minimum
expenditure of muscular energy.
in
I
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Some machines help us to do v/ork rapidly.
Engine -r\m machines have greater pov/er than man or
animal -run machine s •
Engine -run machines can move heavier loads.
Engine -run miachines can do v/ork m.ore quickly.
Engine -run machines can do more r/ork in a given period
of time.
Machines are valuable only in so far as they are in-
telligently chosed and m^.nipulated to solve a problem.
Electricity is a source of pov;er.
It provides light in our homes.
It provides energy to run machines.
It provides energy to operate systems of
corariuni ca t ions ,
It provides an efficient source of po'vver.
Electrical devices are turned on and off.
Electricity is ready for instojit use.
Days And Days
There are iriany kinds of vzeather.
Sun, rain, and wind are elem.ents of v/eather.
Y/eathir combinations v-r.ry,
Vifeather changes often,
Tliere are usually definite Indications of weather
changes, and vie are often able to predict weather
changes on the basis of these.
Seasons have characteristic v/eather conditions.
The seasons are: suinmer, autumn, '.vintor, spring. i
V/eather varies from season to season,
j
V/eather varies within a season, I
People adjust their activities and clothing to changes '
in \7eather and season.
Outdoors
There are riiany kinds of plants
,
Most common plants that we know have roots, stems,
flov/ers, branches, and leaves, and produce seeds,
i
Plants have distinguishing features by which v;e
can tell one from another.
Flower or fruit color and size are common
distinguishing features.
Size, shape, and color of leaves are common I
distinguishing features,
;
General shape and size may be distinguishing
|
features.
Plants are different from anim.als, although
both are alive.
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Plants grow and reproduce their kind.
I.Iany plants grow from seed.
Plants follov; a definite pattern of
grov/th.
Seeds produce the sane kind of plants as
the parent plants
.
PeoTjle and aninais use plants in various ways.
Some plants are used for food and clothing.
Some plants provide man and animals with
shelter.
Some plants provide aesthetic pleasure.
Previous research provided the follo-ving concepts for
checking the fifth area in the study entitled ITatural Forces :
Balance aids motion.
Tides ebb and flow.
Y/ater is a moving force.
Ylhsit goes up must come dov.Ti.
An air-tight balloon will fly.
The five senses give man power.
Steam aids man's v/ork.
In listing science concepts, distinction was made between
picture and text material. Before '.7e Read,-^ page 20, presents
a full page picture of a fruit and vegetable store. This gives
opportunity for establishing the concept on plant life relat-
ing to distinguishing features and is listed so:
Plant life size and color are distinguishing
features, p, 20 (picture)
1. Gray, V/illiam S., I.Ionroe, Liarion. Before .t/e Read ,
Basic Readers; Curriculum Foundation Series
,
Scott, Foresmaii
and Company, llew York, 1046, p. 20.
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Fun V/lth Di ck And Jane . •'-pa/re 91, presents a concept on
animal life in the text as follows
:
Some animals can jLunp,-p, 91 (text)
Jump
, j imp I
Up v/ent the kitten,
Dovm came the ball.
Dovm cane the kitten.
Page 76 in Fun V/ith Dick And Jane ^^ives an ill-ustration
of a science concept on weather:
Clothing v?-ries v;ith the season.
-p. 76(picture)
Both adults rnd children are shovmi dressed for sur.nr.er
out of doors.
An example of science material in the area of m.achinery
listed in Finding Friends ^is given below:
Engines can m.ove heavy loads.
-p. 58 (text)
The little switch engine v.'orked in the freight
yard. Puff, puff, puff I
It pushed the freight cars here and there.
Finding Friends '^also presents one of the science concepts
listed in the area of natural forces in the text on page 22:
Steam gives pov/er to engines.
-p. 22 (text)
1. Gray, V/illiam S., Arbuthnot, Hay Hill, Fun .Vith Dick And
Jane, Basic Readers: Curriculum Foundation Series (A Revision
\
of the iHlson Gray Basic Readers) Scott, Foresman and Company,'
New York, 1940, p. 91.
2. Ibid., p. 76.
3. Halm, Julia Lothcd, Finding Friends, Tlie Child Develop-
ment Readers
, Houghton Hifflln Company, Bor;ton, 1959, p. 50.
4. Ibid., p. 22.
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"The water gets so hot that it nalzes steain,
"
said Grandpa,
"The steain pushes and pushes and pushes, and
makes the engine go,"
V/hile the actual phrasing of the science concepts listed
does not appear in the books analyzed, the concept itself is
present and can be used for br^sic teaching.
After the books of the five basal reading series v/ere
analyzed for science concepts, tables v/ere set up to facili-
tate a conparison of the amount of science material present
in the various systems, as v/ell as the amount of science
material in the books v/ithin a series. Each table gives the
frequency of the science concepts found in the analysis.
Finally a master sheet v/as riade for the purpose of summar-!
Izing the data compiled in the five frenuency tables. This
groups the books as Readiness -Books , Pre-Prlm.ers
,
Friners,
and First Readers and can be ea.sily read to find the amount
i of science matorial in a s-nocific book and area.
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GHAPTI^R III
ANALYSIS OP DATA
The purpose of the study was to analyze the first grade
books of five basal reading systems for science content. This
chapter presents the material found, as f ollov/s
:
Part I lists the science concepts page by page in the
reading books analyzed. Tables I, II, III, T7
,
V, are included
to show the frequency of the concepts in the five different
series, according to the areas of classification chosen for
the purpose of the study. They also include figur-es which
shov/ the number of pages, number of v.'ords introduced, number
of units, number of stories, number of people and nujnber of
animals introduced in each book.
Part II gives en over all picture of science material
found in the five reading systems analyzed.
PART I
I. Today's ".7ork-Play Books
A. Reading-Readiness Book - On Our V/ay
Engine-run machines help man's work p. 9 (picture)
Some animals provide companionship p, 19 (picture)
Engine-run machines travel c?uickly p. 54 (picture)
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The picture book cuoted above is used as an introduction
to reading '.vhile the child learns G.bout interesting experi-
ences of real children who are like himself. The activities
are placed around the farn, the home, travel, adventures, pets
and animal life. A fev/ pages present simple text which does
not reo,uire word mastery.
B, First Pre -Primer - Gome and Ride
Some animals provide companionship - p. l(picture)
Balance aids motion - p. 16 (picture)
Some animals assist man's labor - p. 58 (text)
This basal Pre-Primer relates incidents in the everyday
life of Jim and Judy and their pet dog. Tags. The content is
in story form and interest centers are: home, pets, health,
and play activities,
C, Second Pre-Primer - This is Fun
Engine -run machines can move faster than man -
p. 1 (picture)
Some animals can sv;im - p. 39 (text)
Tliis is Fun , a supplementary Pre-Primer, continues the
experiences of Jim and Judy. The text widens the learning
areas through stories of city life, trips to the zoo and beach,
D, Primer - Tags and Twinkle
Tools aid man's work - p. 2 (picture)
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Sone anlnals provide companionship - p, 5(text)
Engine-run machines provide transportation -
p. 58 (text)
Llachines can go above clouds - p. 51 (picture)
Sone animals provide food - p. 92 (text)
Adventures of the characters previously introduced in
the series are recounted in the Primer, The content readies
out into the comrmmity life as the children work and play at
the farm and in school. Some fanciful material is included.
Thus opportunity is provided for the beginner in reading to
note differences betv/een reality and fiction,
E, First Reader - G-ood Times on Ovr Street
Trees denote seasons - p. 3 (picture)
Balance - p. 30 (text)
Baby animals resemble their parents - p. 55 (picture
Some animals live in v.^ater - p. 64(picture)
Birds fly north in Spring - p. lll(text)
Baby birds hatch from eg^s - p. 113 (text)
Some anim-als work for man - p, 119 (picture)
Y/e change clothing nlth seasons - p. 131 (picture)
Snow is an element of v/eather - p. 143 (text)
Some plants provide food - p. 158 (text)
Som^e animals provide m.atorials - p. 180(Text)
Slcy indicates weather - p. 176 (text)
Physical characteristics distinguish animals -
p. 65(picture)
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Tales of animal life, nature, cornmimity helpers, humorous
adventures ma.ke interesting content in the First Reader of
the series. Real life situations in v/hich the characters
work and play are revealed to the reader.

Table I
Data on Today's V/ork-Play Books
Title Reading- 1st Pre -Primer 2nd Pre-Primer
of book: Pieadiness
Book
On Our Way^ Come and Ride ^ This is Fvii?-
Science concepts
:
Animal life 1 2 1
Plant life 0 0 0
"(Teather 0 0 0
I/Iachinery 2 0 1
Natural forces 0 1 0
Total 3 3 2
Number of pages 48 64 48
Number of v/ords
introduced 11 30 22
Number of imits
in book 9 3 3
Number of stories
in book 5 6 15
Number of people
Introduced 9 7 8
Nurabor of animals
introduced 16 7 5
1, Gates, Arthur I., Hubcr, T'iriam Blanton, Per.rdon,
Celeste C, Salisbury, Prank Seely, Today's V/ork Play Books
,
The Kacmillan Company, Nev/ York, 194F^i
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Table I
( continued
)
Title
of book: rriLier First Reader
Tags and Tv/inkle-*- Good Tine s on Our Street
Science concepts :
Animal life 2 7
Plant life 0 2
'."/eather 0 3
Machinery 3 0
Natural forces 0 1
Total 5 13
ITuriber of pages 152 199
ITumber of v;ords
Introduced 129 168
number of units
in book 5 6
number of stories
in book 9 15
Number of people
introduced 9 18
Kumbor of animals
introduced 10 17
1. Gates, Arthur I,, Ruber, F.iriam Blanton, Peardon,
Celeste C, Salisbury, Franlc Scoly, Today's .York Play
Books, The I'lacmlllan Company, Now York, 1945.
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II, Curriculum Foundation Series
A, Readins-Headiness Book - Before V/e Head
Dark clouds indicate rain - p, 4
Engines move heavier loads than nan - p. 16
Plant life... size and color are distinguishing
features - p. 20
Plant life... some plants provide food - p. 21
Illumination - p. 24
Engine-run machines travel cuickly - p. 28
Baby animals resemble parents - p. 29
Baby birds hatch from eg s - p. 32
Bird feet have insulated covering - p. 55
Tides ebb and flovi - p. 40
Water can be reached by digging - p. 41
Simset - p. 45
This book contains picture material only and provides
opportunity for developing the power to read a ivealth of
ideas pictorially. Tliere are six centers of interest: pets,
toys, v/ork and play at home, the farm, the zoo, and a family
party, Tliese reach into other fields of the curriculum and
the child acquires skill in interpreting pictures as they
become part of his environment,
B, First Pre-Primer - We Look and See
Balance - p, 9 (picture)
An air-tight balloon v/ill fly - p, 20 (picture)
The activities of young children at play are described

both through pictures and text in this book.
C. Second Pre-Priiner - V/e ".York and Play
Rain comes from dark clouds - p. 12 (picture)
Vi/hat goes up must cone down - p. 36 (picture)
Machines speed labor - p. 40 (picture)
Heavy objects will not sail alone - p. 55 (picture)
V/ind is an element of v;eather - p. SO (picture)
Familiar work and play experiences of v.?.rious members
of a family are revealed in this pre -primer. Their pets are
considered part of the family group.
D. Third Pre -Primer - ./e Gome and Q-o
Glass protects food - p. 11 (picture)
Machines sa ve energy - p. 25 (picture)
Some machines have greater power than man - p. 28 (text)
Some animals can s?;im. - p. 70 (text)
The family's excursions provide material for this pre-
primer. Story plots are introduced and the content is inter-
estingly presented.
E. Primer - Fun V/ith Dick and Jane
Sense of touch - p. 11 (text)
Some machines save labor - p. 40 (text)
V/eather changes v;ith the season - p. 46 (picture)
Baby animals resemble parents - p. 50 (text)
Animals vary in color - p. 51 (picture)
Some animals give man pleasure - p. 52 (text)
,1

Some animals provide food for nan - p. 55 (picture)
Baby chickens ha.tch from eggs - p. 60 (te::t)
Electricity cooks ovir food - p. 75 (pict\ire)
Clothing varies v/ith seasons - p. 76 (picture)
The sky foretells weather - p, 05 (text)
Some animals can jump - p. 91 (text)
Gomrnuni cations - p. 109 (text)
Engine-run machines help nen travel - p. 155 (text)
Animals have different characteristics - p. 146 (text)
The Primer of the series contains material in story form
which tells of family life at home and at the farm,
F, First Reader - Our Kew Friends
Some animals provide com.panionship - p. 11 (text)
Activities adjust to seasons - p. 14 (picture)
V/eather changes p. 17 (picture)
Sun indicates clear weather p. 21 (text)
Some animals have sense of direction - p. 40 (text)
Tools aid znan^s v/ork - p, 67 (text)
Some animals live on land and in water - p. 71 (picture;
Some animals have protective covering - p. 71 (text)
j
Some birds use man made shelter - p, 74 (te::t)
Animals differ in color and size - p. 82 (text)
Frost causes nuts to fall - p, 107 (picture)
Wild animals find food that is nearby - p. Ill (text)

AO
V/eathsr chsjiges with seasons - p, 112 (text)
Sone anirials provide food - p. 119 (te::t)
Birds build homes - p. 121 (text)
Electricity provides pov/or - p, 135 (picture)
Wind is an element of v/eather - p. lo9 (text)
Dov.Tx hill objects gather speed - p. 145 (text)
Baby animals grov; to be like parents - p. 137 (text)
In the First Reader of the series both real and fanciful
stories are presented. Thus the child learns, through reading,
to develop scientific attitude^ tov/ard real life siti-.ations
.
The theme centers of the book are: fuji at home and school,
fun '.vith v/'ork activities, fim with animals and toys.
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Table II
Data on Curriculum Foundation Series
Title
of Book:
Science Concepts
Animl life
Plant life
Weather
Machinery
natural forces
Total
Reading
-
Readiness
Book
Before .7e
Read^
3
2
2
3
2
12
1st Pre -Primer 2nd Pre -Primer
V/e Look
£: See^
0
0
0
1
1
2
V/e V/ork
0
0
2
1
2
5
1. Gray, V/illiam S,, Konroe, Marion-Basic Readers ;
Curriculum Fovindation Series
,
Scott, Poresman and Company,
New York, 1946.
2, Gray, V/illiam S,, Baruck, Dorothy, and Montgomery,
Elizabeth, Basic Readers; Curriculum FoLindation Series,
Scott, Poresman and Company, New York, 1^40.

Table II
( continued)
Title
of Book:
3rd Pre -Primer Primer First Reader
V/e Cone
c: Go2
Pim With CKir lle\i
Dick & Jane^ Friends'^
Science Concepts
Animal life 1 ,7 10
Plant life 0 0 0
Weather 0 3 6
Machinery 3 4 1
Natural forces 0 1 2
Total 4 15 19
2, Cray, \7illiam S., Baruck, Dorothy, and Montgomery,
Elizabeth - Basic Readers; Curriculum Foundation Series,
Scott Foresnan and Company, Hew York, 1940,
3. Gray, VVilliam S,, Arbuthnot, May Hill - Basic Readers
;
Curriculum Foundation Series (A Revision of the Elson-Gray
Readers), Scott, Foresraan and Comi^any, Nov; York, 1940.
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Table II
( continued
)
Title
of Book:
number of pages
ITiimber of words
introduced
ITutnber of units
in book
ITuTiibcr of stories
in book
number of people
introduced
Number of animals
introduced
Reading-
Readiness
Book
Before ".7e
Readl
47
2
6
0
3
16
1st
Pre-Primer
V/e Look
t Sce^
47
17
1
11
2nd
Pre-Primer
V/e V/ork
'lay
52
22
2
14
5
1. Gray, V/illiam S,, L'onroe, I.^arion - Basic Readers :
Gurriculuxi Foundation Serie s, Scott, Poresmj?n and Com-iany,
ITew York, 1946.
2. Grn .Villiam S., Baruck, Dorothy, and I-'ontgomery
,
Elizabeth - Basic Readers: Curriculum Foundation Series
,
Scott, Poresman and Company, New York, 1040.

Table II
( continued
)
Title
of Book
Unmber of pages
Hunber of Y;ords
introduced
Number of ujiits
in book
Number of stories
in book
Number of people
introduced
Number of animals
introduced
3rd
Pre -Primer
:Ve Cpme
70
19
5
14
Prim.er First Reader
Pun .Vith
157
100
4
33
9
12
Our New
Dick £c Jane*^ Friends'^
189
178
38
19
15
2. Oray, V/illiam S., Baruck, Dorothy, and Llont^om^ory
,
Elizabeth - Basic Readers; Curriculum Foundation Series
,
Scott, Foresman and Gom^^any, Nov; York, 1940,
5. Gray, IVilliam S., Arbutlmot, llay Hill - Basic Headers ;
Curriculum Foundation Scries (A Revision of tlie 21s on-Gray
Basic Readers), Scott, Foresman and Company, New York, 1940«
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III, Child Development Readers
A, Pre -Primer - Sveryday DoinfsS
People adjust clothing and games to seasons - p. 2
Plants improve through cultivation - p. 7
Some animals provide food - p, 15
Some animals live in water - p. 20
The Pre -Primer of the series is a picture bock v/hich
provides for reading readiness. Some of the material relates
to a central them.e and some is in serial story form. There
are also tv;o dictionary pages to introduce v;ords which are
found in the next book,
B, Little Primer - V/ho Yjtioms
Some plants give pleasure - p, 4 (picture)
Man must provide shelter for domestic animals -
p. 42 (text)
Some animals storo food for v/inter - p, 23 (picture)
The family and pets which children enjoy are introduced
in this Little Primer, ./ork and play activities in the home
and commujiity are featured,
C, Primer - Reading For Fim
Some machines help man to conserve energy - p. 46
(picture
)
Engines have greater power than man - p. 58
(picture
Tools help solve a problem - p, 65 (text)
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Baby animals resemble parents - p. 83 (text)
Engine-run machines travel rapidly - p. 91 (text)
Mothei? animals feed baby animals - p. 99 (text)
Some anim.als provide pleasure - p. 101 (text)
Landscape indicates season - p. 103 (picture)
Sl-:y denotes time of day - p. 113 (picture)
Animals have different physical characteristics
which Identify them - p. 142 (picture)
As the Primer title indicates, fun is the them.e of this
book and centers around fun at hone, fun at school, and fun at
the farm, Gomr;iunit2r v/orlcers are introdvced and the child also
reads of domestic and wild animal life.
D. First Reader - Finding Friends
Steam gives pov/er to engines - p. 22 (text)
Engines can move heavy loads - p, 58 (text)
Some animals are good companions - p. 58 (picture)
Electricity gives illumination - p. 49 (pictin^e)
Electricit^r operates power for comriuni cations -
p. 51 (picture)
Man must provide homes for domestic animals -
p. 59 (picture)
Domestic animals must be fed by man - p. 60 (text)
Som.e animals eat plants - p. 75 (text)
Animals have different physical characteristics -
p. 85 (text)
Sun is an element of weather - p. 103 (text)
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Tools aid man's v/ork - p. 113 (picture)
Some plants grov/ from seed - p. IIS (pict-uj?e)
Many birds build their ov/n homes - p. 122 (picture)
Cultivation improves plants - p, 125 (picture)
In this book the children go on excursions, learn of
plants and animals, and enjoj som.e fanciful story me.torial.
Everyday activities in and out of school are described.
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Table III
Data on The Child DeveloT)ment Readers
Title
of Book
:
Pre -Primer Little
Primer
Primer First
Reader
Hver'vdav
Doings-^
V-h-o
Khov/sl
Reading
For Pun^
Finding
Friends-^
Science Concepts
:
Animal life 2 2 4 6
Plant life 1 1 0 2
Weather 1 0 2 1
Machinery 0 0 4 5
natural forces 0 0 0 2
Total 4 o 10 14
ITuniber of "oages 32 46 151 152
Nunbor of words
introduced 9 45 259 219
number of ujiits
in book 6 1 3 4
Number of stories
in book 0 7 50 40
number of people
introduced 4 4 9 13
Number of animals
T ntT* ofl 1 1 f* Arl 4 4 11 11
1. Hahn, Julia Lotheld, - The Child DeveloTDncnt Readers
,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1039.
1
1
!
i
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IV. Eb-SJ G-rov^th in Reading
A, Pre -Primer Level One - llac BJid Mviff
Green leaves signify the season - p. 10 (picture)
Some aniriP-ls csjn. svriin - p. 30 (picture)
B, Pre-Primer Level Two - The Twins
Fresh air is an aid to health - p. 3 (pictujne)
Some animals provide companionship - p. 11 (tent)
Electricity gives power for communication - p. 14
(picture
)
Man must supply food to domestic animals - p. 30
(picture
Kan must provide shelter for dom.estic anim.als -
p. 31 (picture)
C, Pre-Primer Level Three - Going to School
Some cjiimals make good companions - p. 4 (ter.t)
Pre-Primer Level One: Llac and LJuff is the basic Fre-
Primer of this series. It contains stories of real life ex-
periences in childhood and the centers of interest are: home,
the out-of-doors, pets, and excursions. The follov/ing Pre-
Primers promote individual progress through exppjision of tlie
them.es. Activities at school present a new interest and the
story form is consistent.
D, Primer Level One - At Pla y
Some animals r-rovido companionship - p. 9 (te::t)
Baby animals resemble parents - p. 32 (picture)
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¥.8Ji must suTDDly food for domestic anirials - p. 36
(text)
Some animals can swim - p. 37 (picture)
Snov/ is an elemsnt of v/eather - p. 95 (text)
E, Primer Level Two - Fun in Story
Animals differ in size and shape - p. 9 (picture)
Some animals can climb - p. 19 (text)
Baby chickens hatch from eg'_:s - p, 34 (text)
Sicy indicates time of day - p. 102 (picture)
Both Primers follow closely the vocabulc.ry and experiences
of the children introduced in the Pre-Primers. Repetition of
the concepts presented previously, also leads the reader into
nev/ areas of wider interest. Pun and play at the farm, school
experiences, and stories of animal life make interesting
content at this level of learning,
P, First Reader Level One - 1 Ijiov/ A Secret
Snow is an element of v;eather - p, 25 (text)
Some animals provide commnionship - p, 26 (picture)
Sun is an element of v;eather - p, 32 (text)
Many birds travel in Spring - p, 54 (text)
Rain is an element of v/eathsr - p, 53 (text)
Host birds build nests - p, 45 (text)
Baby birds hatch from eg^'is - p, 47 (text)
Engine-run machines speed man's work - p, 155 (text)
II
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In this First Readsr nany storiss of animal life, the
farmyard, and tales of nature v/iden the child's concepts of
the world about him. The characters of the earlier books
appear again and their experiences in and out of school serve
an Interesting content.
G-. First Reader Level Two - Good Stories
Animals differ in size and sharse - p. 9 (picture)
Rain is an element of v;eather - p. 45 (text)
Some animals can swim - p. 47 (text)
Some anim.als provide man's food - p. 51 (text)
First Reader Level Two is an absorption reader which
follows the First Reader Level One, The interest centers
around animal life, both wild and domestic, put into story
form.
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Table IV
Data on 3asy Growth in Reading
Title
of Book:
Pre-irTimer L/1 Pre -Primer L/2 Pre -Primer
L/5
Xixcl^ ci.IiU. L.U.J. J. OOXiOU J.
Science concepts :
Animal life 1 3 1
Plant life 0 0 0
Weather 1 0 0
Machinery 0 0 0
Natural forces 0 2 0
Total 2 5 1
Number of pages 48 31 31
Number of v/ords
introduced 52 15 13
Number of units
in book 3 3 3
Number of stories
in book 7 17 19
Number of people
introduced 5 7 7
Number of animals
introduced 2 4 3
1. Hildreth, Gertrude., Pel ton, Allie Lou., Henderson,
Mabel J., Meighen, Alice., Pratt, I,'.arjor ie
. ,
aasy Gror:th
in Reading, The John C. Jinston Co., Philadelphia, 1940.
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Title
of Book:
Primer
L/1
Table IV
( continued
)
Primer
L/2
Fun in
At Flay^ Story^
Science concepts
AniinD.l life
Plant life
Weather
Machinery
Natural forces
Total
4
0
1
0
0
5
3
0
1
0
0
4
First Reader
L/l
I Khov/ A
Secret-'-
4
0
3
1
0
8
First Reader
L/2
G-ood
Stories-^
3
0
1
0
0
4
Number of pr.ges 121
Nuiiibor of v;ords
Introduced 104
Kumber of units
in book 7
Number of stories
in book 25
Number of people
introduced 9
Number of animals
introduced 10
121
65
5
11
1
10
151
165
7
55
10
121
66
11
2
16
1. Hildreth, Gertrude., Pelton, Allie Lou., Henderson,
Llabel J., LIei[shen, Alice., Fratt, TJarjorie., Easy Gro.vth
in Headinr;, The Jolm C. V/inston Co., Phi lade liohla, 1040,

V. Laidlaw Basic Readsrs
A. Pre -Primer - Laidlaw Pre -Primer
Some plants suprly food - p. 3 (picture)
Color of folia.s© denotes season - p. 9 (picture)
Some animals increase man's Pleasure - d, 30
(text)
I.Ian provides shelter for domestic animals -
p. 46 (text)
Rain is an element of weather - p. 50 (text)
Animals differ in size and shape - p. 65 (picttire)
Actual experiences of real children are related in this
Pre-Primer, The child acquires concepts v.'hich parallel his
o'vvn experiences.
B. Primer - On the "/ay to Storrland
Man chan^ces clothing \7ith seasons - p. 5 (picture)
Some animals make pleasant companions - p. 6 (text
Some trees provide food - p. 11 (picture)
Landscape indicates time of year - p. 18 (picture)
Sun will dry moisture - p. 35 (text)
Some animals provide food - p. 46 (picture)
iiVind is an element of weather - p. 60 (text)
Snow is an element of v/eathor - p. 77 (text)
Some animals can protect themselves - td, 124
(text)
The Primer of this series contains ntories about the
children introduced in the Pre-Primer but interest is aroused
through the element of surprise. One section is devoted to
i
\.
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familiar fairy tales. This gives opportunity for developing a
scientific attitude throur^h reading as the child learns to
enjoy both imaginative and factual material,
G, First Reader - Kakinp; Storybook Friends
Some animals are pleasant companions - p, 5 (text)
Most trees lose leaves in autumn - p, 5 (text)
Baby anim.als resemble p^.rents - p, 30 (text)
Some animals can sivim - p, o4 (text)
Bees take honey from plants - p. 37 (text)
Some animals eat plants - p, 39 (text)
Animals differ in size and shape - p, 51 (picture)
Y/ind is an elem.ent of weather - p, 65 (text)
Some birds return in Spring - p, 66 (text)
Sky indicates weather - p, 67 (text)
Most birds build their own shelter - p. 68 (text)
Baby birds hatch from eggs - p. 72 (text)
Some animals provide food - p, 89 (text)
Animals have different physical characteristics -
p, 99 (text)
This First Reader describes many phases of animal life.
There are stories of play activities common to children and
also tales of make-believe. As the child reads, he learns to
distinguish between reality and fancy.

ITable V
Data on Laidlav/ Basic Readers
Title
of Book:
Science concepts
Animal life
Plant life
Weather
Machinery
Natural forces
Total
Pre -Primer
Laidlaw
Pre -Prime rl
3
1
2
0
0
6
Primer First Reader
On the way Kaking Story
to Storyland^ Bock Friends -^
3
1
4
0
1
9
10
1
3
0
0
14
Number of pages
Number of words
introduced
Number of units
in book
Number of storios
in book
Number of people
introduced
Number of animals
Introduced
63
77
7
21
5
125
155
5
16
9
4
125
231
4
17
4
14
1, Yoakum, Gerald, Veverka, M. Madilene, Abney, Louise,,
' Laidlaw Basic Readers , Laidlav/ Brothers Inc., Nev/ York, 1940.
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Fart II Ro--'-" -"n
Fre-Pri^ners Priners
1
First Read'ir^
"
^
=
Science
concepts
:
On Our
V/ay
Before ..'e
ilead
Cone .=nd
Klde
T^ls l3
Pun
.,e Look
S: See
.Ve '.Vorl:
& Play
;/ho
10:1 ov;s
Je Come
S: Go
-Svsryday
Doings
I^c c;
1
l!uff
The Tv/lns Going to
School
Laidla vr
Pre -Primer Twinkle
Pun v;ith
Dlok !: JaJie
Reading For
Fun
At Play Pun In
Story
on the
V/ay to
Storyland
Onloi
Stije
1
E UUP new
Friends Friends I Enow A
Secret
Good
Stories
Ma J:ins
Storybool:
Friends
Total.
1. Aninal life n. po. nt), p,
19 3, SS, 53 i, 53 39
T5» pp. B. pp. P. po.
: r, 42 70 15,20 SO 11, 50, 31 4 30, 46, 63
pp. pp. pp. P'O. PP. ou.
5, 92 50, 51, 52, 83, 99, 9, 32, 9, ig, 5' 45,
56, 60, 91, 101, ,142 36, 37 34 124
145
11^5'
ISC
1"
i
I
r.T^. pp.
iV^ill, 11, 40,71 5E, 59,
' y', 74,32,111 60, 75,
.9t J 119, 121, 36, 122
167
pp. pp. pp.
26, 54, 46, 9, 47, 51 5, 50, 34, 57,
47 59, 51, 66, 58,
72, 89
i:o. in bonl: 1 r 1 0 0 1 2 1 5 1 5 2 7 4 4 5 5 7 10 6 4 5 10
Hint lifo
20, 21 3, lis, 125 5
l!o, in book 0
llo. in book 0
4. Machinery
I'O, in book
1 0
pp. " p. L pp. pp. pp. p. p. pp. pdI 71 pp. p. pp. P. pp.
12, 60' 2 10 9, 50. 46, 76, 85 103, 118 : gg iqS S', 13, 131,
'!J, 14, 17, 105 25, 32, 38 43 5,
65, 57
50, 77 176' /I £1, 112,
159, 107
9, 54 ia, 28, 41 1 CO ^O 11, 25, 2, 38, 40, 75, 109, 46, 63, 68,
28 51 135 91
5. Nattiral forces pp. p. p. pp.. i pp. p. p. p. I pp. pp.
24, 40 16 9 36, 55j 3, 14 11 36 30 f 135,143 49, 51
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CMFT'ilR IV
SUIl-ARY AIID GOlIGLUSIOiyS
The books v/hich form a basal series for the teaching of
reading are usually built around a grouD of units. This
provides excellent or^portunity for growth in social behavior
and the ability to reason correctly. In the first grade,
foundations are laid v/hich, though basically simple, can be
enlarged uT^on year after year and found to be parallel in
truth.
The writer of this study found enough science content in
the books here analyzed to warrant its use as part of a first
grade science program.
Conclusions ;
1. The largest number of science concepts found in the
five reading systems v;hich v;ere analyzed, pertained to animal
life. The totals were:
Animal life 85 concepts
Weather 36 concepts
Machinery 27 concepts
Natural forces 15 concepts
Plant life 11 concepts
2. The five areas for classification of science concepts
in the analysis of books, shov;ed the following results:
I "I
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Anlrial Plant 'Jeather Machinery ITatural
life life forces
Gurriculun Foundation
Series: 21 2 13 15 8
Child Develoment
Readers : 14 4 4 7 2
3as7 Growth in Reading : 19 0 7 1 2
Laidlav; Basic Readers: 16 3 9 0 1
Today's 7/ork-Play Books: 15 2 3 6 2
5, Tlie GurriculvLRi Poujidation Series presented nore
science naterial than any other reading system analyzed, Tlie
total ninnber of science concepts foimd in each of the series
used for the purpose of this study was as f ollov;s
:
Curriculum Foundation Series 57 concepts
Child Development Readers 51 concepts
Easy Growth in Reading 29 concepts
Laidlaw Basic Readers 29 concepts
Today's .'/ork-Play Books 23 concepts
4, In the twenty-five reading books analyzed, the science
concepts were foimd to be alm.ost equally divided between pic-
ture and text material , The totals were:
Pictures 84 concepts
Text Qil concepts
\
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